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     Introduction:  We aim to constrain subsurface 
temperatures, presence of subsurface rocks, and 
geothermal heat flow on Mars with the Mars 2020 
RIMFAX ground penetrating radar system [1]. 
RIMFAX has a passive radiometry mode, meant for 
instrument characterization and passive radiometry 
which should be sensitive to the background 
microwave radiation originating from the Martian 
subsurface. With the constraint on near-surface 
temperature constraint provided by MEDA, we will 
convert the passively measured radiance observed by 
RIMFAX into a model of subsurface temperature.  
     With this measurement, we will be able aid in 
mapping rock layers and should be able to provide a 
constraint on local geothermal heat production. 
Geothermal heat measurements provide a critical 
constraint on Martian interior composition, allowing 
Mars 2020 to expand on the science return from the 
InSight mission and feeding forward into future Mars 
mission science.  

  The operating principle of this measurement is as 
follows: Any warm body emits microwaves from a 
depth determined by the: (1) wavelength of the 
emitted microwave radiation, (2) physical 
temperature, and (3) the dielectric properties of the 
overlying material. Using information at multiple 
long wavelength frequencies, we can reconstruct 
subsurface temperatures and dielectric properties 
(including the presence of high loss and rock layers). 
Accurate thermal models of the near surface, 
constrained by thermal properties measurements from 
MEDA, will aid in this reconstruction, as will active 
data from RIMFAX itself. 
      The Measurement: The Mars 2020 RIMFAX 
instrument has a secondary ability to function in a 
passive mode. This mode, generally called a Dicke 
radiometer, directly compares to RIMFAX antenna 
temperature to that of an attenuator on the calibration 
cable which runs through the body of the rover. By 
quickly switching between the antenna and the 
reference, we can obtain a roughly calibrated brightness 
temperature at any RIMFAX frequency. This brightness 
temperature difference will come primarily from 
physical temperatures in the subsurface, with lower 
frequencies sampling deeper into the subsurface.  
    The depths sensed by any given frequency depend on 
the transparency of the Martian subsurface material at 
any given location. Lower frequencies will be less 

affected by near surface temperatures, but sound more 
deeply. This is illustrated in Figure 1, which shows the 
depths sounded within a material with uniform loss 
(measured by the “loss tangent”, here 15x10-3 in Fig. 1a, 
5x10-3 in Fig. 1b, unitless). The fraction of the total 
energy origination from a given depth is measured as a 
weighting function, forming the x-axis on Figure 1. 

Therefore, in a higher loss material, brightness 
temperatures should be more like those at the surface 
(and vary diurnally). In a lower loss material, we should 
see little diurnal variation, but may see temperature 

increases from the geothermal gradient. The former 
would be interesting for constraining material thermal 
properties (to compare to MEDA surface 
measurements), the later for geophysical constraint of 
Martian crustal heat production.  

Preliminary measurements on Sol 66-71 taken at six 
frequencies at four times of day showed little evidence 
of a diurnal variation, even at high frequency brightness 
temperatures. We currently attribute this to the near 
surface material being very low loss, primarily due to 
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Figure 1: Weighting functions illustrating 
estimated depths of the RIMFAX passive signals 
for uniform materials with loss tangents of (a) 
15x10-3 and (b) 15x10-3. 
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the lack of water. These data did show an increase of 
brightness temperature at lower frequencies, consistent 
with warming due to the geothermal gradient. However, 
noise at a few of the chosen frequencies (especially 
~825MHz, Figure 3, likely due to the rover or 
potentially galactic sources) and non-uniform material 
below RIMFAX made results somewhat ambiguous.   

Given this result, a longer experiment was planned 
for the Sol 215-235 solar conjunction period. During 
this time, the rover would remain stationary with 
minimal rover activity (such as motors, etc) to cause 
potential background noise. Passive mode commands 
were updated to cover 12 distinct frequencies between 
225 and 1125 MHz. Additionally, the long, parked 
period would should allow the rover Radioisotope 
Thermal Generator (RTG, which produces an estimated 
250 Wm-2 of thermal heating to the surface, model 
shown in Figure 2) to heat the surface, causing a larger 
subsurface temperature perturbation than the solar 
diurnal cycle. We estimated average daily surface 
temperatures could increase by ~30K due to this heat 
input. Observing this heating wave into the surface 

would provide an independent estimate of near surface 
thermal and dielectric properties.   
Lower frequency measurements are not expected to see 
even this deep wave and should remain relatively 
constant over the entire ~20 sol period. This will allow 
for a much greater noise reduction in estimation of 
temperatures at depth. Due to data constraints, 
measurements were limited to 3 sol segments spaced 
throughout this period, still resulting in 12 distinct sols 
with 6 measurements per diurnal cycle (6 am- 6pm 
local time). Even in a lack of heating, this will provide 
a uniform dataset for removing noise and uncertainty.   
 
      Preliminary Results: As noted the preliminary 
measurements taken in Sols 66-71 showed a general 
increase in brightness temperature with decreasing 
frequency. These measurements varied by ~10-15 K in 
brightness temperature, but are otherwise in fairly 

reasonable agreement. Little to no variation in diurnal 
temperature measurements above this noise level. This 
limits the loss tangent estimate to less than ~5x10-2 
based on model estimates [2,3], consistent with 
laboratory measurements of Martian regolith simulants 
[4]. 

 
Figure 3: Model of brightness temperature vs 
frequency for a unform loss tangent of ~5x10-3 and 
geothermal heat of 30 mWm-2 as compared to Sol 
71 and Sol 215 calibrated RIMFAX passive data.  
 
The RIMFAX team is working on an independent 
measurement of the loss tangent from active signal 
attenuation, but all signs point to a lower than expected 
dielectric loss of the materials in Jezero crater. Figure 
3 shows an example model assuming a uniform loss 
tangent of ~5x10-3 and geothermal heat of 30 mWm-2, 
reasonable for this region [5], providing an exciting 
hope that this measurement may allow for a constraint 
of the Martian geotherm.  
    Preliminary analysis of the conjunction period data 
(Sol 215 data shown in Figure 3, without error bars) 
shows a similar increase in brightness temperature with 
depth. The offset from the Sol 66-71 model is likely due 
to different thermal properties and albedo. We will 
present a detailed analysis of any warming from the 
rover observed in high frequency data. The curvature of 
the low frequency data as a function of frequency will 
be related to our best fit model of local geothermal 
heating.  
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Figure 2: Thermal model in Comsol showing 
expected heating below the rover due to the RTG 
heating after 10 sols.  
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